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When I heard about the possibility of studying abroad, I made the decision to participate in the exchange
program. Leibniz University was selected because our universities have a partnership agreement and this
university is in the top 9 of the German technical universities.
The learning system in Germany is very different from our: the student has the opportunity to choose the
subjects, including subjects on other faculties and decide which of them will be taken. This system, in my
opinion, gives more freedom and opportunities for development, both in professional and personal way. If
we talk about the structure of the lessons, it is also possible to identify some differences: our lectures were
focused on theoretical knowledge and not all of them had practical exercises. We selected lectures in
English and our knowledge of the language was sufficient for understanding the material and interacting
with professors and other students.
We selected courses such as Web Science, where we were acquainted with articles about innovative
research in the field of Internet and network and the results of which was a presentation where we could
set out our understanding of discussed problems; Future Internet Communication Technology, where we
got acquainted with the modern methods of construction and switching networks; Knowledge
Engineering and Semantic Web - a subject related to the area of my future master's thesis, which
materials opened the subject from a different perspective than a similar discipline at home university and
will be used for my research. Unfortunately, some of the items that had been selected before leaving,
were not in this semester in English or schedule conflict aroused. In addition to main subjects, we also
attended classes of German.
Besides the main, the training part, the University has also conducted a large number of cultural and
recreational activities, to explore the cultures of the world, presented by students from different countries,
different training, sports and charity events, etc.
Overall, the trip can be considered very useful for their future professional activity, and for the disclosure
of creativity and great memories, thanks to communicate with people from different parts of the world.

